Earth Water Air Fire

The four elements as a portal to the four major composition styles in music.

West Coast Eurythmy Teacher Conference
February 20, 9 am –23, 4 pm, 2018
With Carina Schmid, Dornach Switzerland

Location: East Bay Waldorf School, El Sobrante, CA 94803
A four day professional conference in the beautiful Bay Area.

How does a piece by Bach call for a different treatment of our instrument than Chopin, Mozart or Beethoven? Carina Schmid will lead us in this stimulating exploration of the different musical and movement styles. In addition, Carina will teach a morning class to pass on the memories and insights of her work with Lory Maier-Smits. To round out the day, we will have a pedagogical sharing and colloquium in the afternoon.

Cost: $250 for workshop (includes lunch and snack).
Evenings are open for individual pursuits.

Please RSVP to reserve your space at eurythmyconference@gmail.com
A registration form will be sent to you with more detailed information.
Register early, space is limited